
Developing Hurdler Speed

The model for Johnny Dutch, Lashinda Demus, and Terrence Trammell

When developing speed the body will go through pain (awareness).  AJ was sore for a year - changing speed 
development will be difficult for athletes who have not worked at near maximum speed on a regular basis.  Rest  
between workout is the key and the athlete should ice everyday.

A) Endurance work will come from hurdle drills 

1. Indoor turn round hurdle drill
3 down 3 back 3 down
4 down 4 back 4 down, etc.

Outdoor
6 down 6 back 6 down Most drills are 7.5(women) apart

3 x 12 hurdle once a week Most drills are 8.5 (men) apart
Reducing distance between hurdles reduces split times between hurdles.

B) Developing a technical model
Constant  and consistent  work on modification of movement patterns will  change 
technique both in running and hurdling.  Our running and hurdling form is called 
Rotary Running and Rotary Hurdling.

1. Very simple
Arms go back and up - up and back
Legs go up and around center
Knee up, toe up pull quickly from the ground.
Riding bike - action around and around with legs.
Example:  high knee running on treadmill - this is rotary movement

2. Stick drill - called force mechanics to rotary beginnings.
Stage 1 - 20 sticks at equal distance apart of five feet.  This is a old drill 
used by many.  We do them two or three times weekly.

Stage 2 - 20 sticks progress in distance after each five by one half  foot.  
Example:  5 sticks 5 feet, next 5 at 5 1/2, next 5 at 6, etc.



Stage 3 - Acceleration for start - 20 stick 1st 100 cm from line, 2nd stick 
110 cm, 3rd stick 120 cm, 4th stick 140 cm increasing each stick 10 cm 
from each stick until you reach 200 cm a part.  

It is important when changing athletes to this form of running that at some 
point you time the athletes.  Then move to more distance to increase stride 
length without changing the number of sticks.  Make the stick drill  more  
difficult by moving the athlete 3 meters then 5 meters, even 10 meters back 
from start.  Remember when the athlete starts reaching or the knee is not in 
line with the foot the sticks are too far apart.

These drills are not forcing all  athletes to look alike or run alike but are  
forcing  each  athlete  to  reduce  his  ground  time  by  mastering  stride 
frequency.

I spend a lot of time on the principles of running and the development of  
power and speed.  This is because I believe very strongly that the hurdler  
must be the best athlete in track and field.  With their speed, mechanics,  
jumping 10 hurdles at maximum Given the demands of the event:  speed 
mechanics; and jumping 10 hurdles at maximum speed; hurdling requires 
the greatest awareness of stride length and frequency. The first objective is 
acceleration, the second is velocity in running, and finally hurdle velocity.

Rotary hurdle requires creation of a model with a touch down time, take off distance, landing distance, and 
steps between.

1. 8 acceleration steps to the first hurdle.  8 steps to this hurdle help create the rhythm needed  
to continue with the greatest amount of velocity.

2. This pattern must set the hurdler's first step 7 to 8 ft. from the hurdle.  The hurdler can be  
closer if he or she is taller.  Allen Johnson is short (5'10 1/2 in.).  His step should be 7'6".  I  
once coached a 6'4" hurdler.  His mark was 7'0, his landing was 3'10".  Allen's landing is  
3'8" -- model for 5 ft. 3 women to 6'5 men should be different for men and women because  
of hurdle height.



Model Take Off Model Landing
MEN WOMEN

Height Best Landing Height Best Landing
5’3” 7’5”-7’9” +  2’9”-3’3” 5’3” 6’5”-6’9” +  2’9”-3’3”
5’5” 7’4”-7’8”      3’0”-3’3” 5’5” 6’4”-6’8”      3’0”-3’6”
5’7” 7’3”-7’7”      3’3”-3’9” 5’7” 6’3”-6’7”      3’3”-3’9”
5’9” 7’2”-7’6”      3’6”-4’3” 5’9” 6’2”-6’6”      3’6”-4’3”
5’11” 7’1”-7’5”      3’9”-4’8” 5’11” 6’0”-6’5”      3’9”-4’5”
6’1” 7’0”-7’4”      4’0”-3’10” 6’0” 5’10”-6’3”      4’0”-4’6”
6’3” 6’10”-7’3”      4’3”-3’8”
6’5” 6’10”-7’2”      4’6”-3’6”

Model take off and landing will  automatically govern the three step rhythm between the 
hurdlers.  If you take off badly, you will get in a bad pattern.  This model's ratio of ground  
time to distance away from the hurdle; gives more advantage to the short hurdle in velocity,  
but advantage to the taller in ground time into the hurdle.

Without knowing anything about hurdle mechanics, this model will help a hurdler improve. 
I would recommend ground placement pads at take off and landing in practice to help adjust  
your hurdler, forcing the correct take off and landing and thus maintain velocity.  This one  
change  has  helped  each  of  my hurdlers,  and  I  change  them every  year  as  the  hurdler  
becomes faster.

B) Mechanics
Rotary hurdling requires the hurdler to jump a hurdle as though he or she is jumping 
through a window with a bent lead knee, chest over thigh, lead arm open and cross 
midline of body slightly but not inward.  Never lead with foot first, lead with the  
knee.   Head is  always  up,  looking  toward  the  next  hurdle.  Trail  leg leaves  the  
ground almost as soon as lead leg leaves ground.  The toe of trail leg is turned up 
and out.  The important differences in rotary hurdling start at this point.

1. Trail leg is brought forward and does not swing outward from the body but 
under the body.  This action requires a very tight trail leg.

2. The  lead leg falls  because  of  the  trail  leg coming forward  changing the 
center-of-gravity.  This creates a rhythm that helps the trail leg hit as close 
to the lead as possible.  This is sometimes called the cut step.

3. In my opinion, max velocity is almost never attained.  The speed hurdler 
must be viewed as the person who can continue to create speed after he or 
she jumps the hurdle.  Hurdle-Create-Hurdle-Create faster split as you go to 
a World Record.

My philosophy, knowledge, techniques and mechanics development as a coach comes from  knowing many 
different people and attending USAT&F programs.  If I have helped anyone over the years in their dream to 
improve their God given talents, I thank God.  I have learned from winners--mentors in coaching, All- 
Americans, and Gold Medalists.  These are only a few drills of many, for example:
1) walk hurdle drill back to back
2) jump hurdle 5 feet apart
3) one step hurdle
4) lead and trail side hurdle drills
5) 5M run into 5H, 5M apart 3 step.  This is the drill – quick feet with quick trail or cut step.  

Men and women run this drill at 30 inch hurdle height.
6) Head down, drive and dive drill.  This drill is run from block to first and second hurdle.  (Remove 

fear).  Call this the courage drill.
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